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Abstract
In this paper are presented the results of investigations of the flow in turbine cas-

cade giving a contribution to development of both numerical method and upgrading the math-

ematical model describing the physics of the flow in the turbine cascade. The objective is to

classified the influenced factors which affects the efficiency of the work of the turbine stage

at defined thermodynamics properties of the flow. The numerical computation is conducted

on the turbine model of two stage using CFD comercial computer code CFX-TascFlow, based

on solving of Navier-Stokes equation with applying a standard ?-? SST (Short-Stress

Transport) tutbulence model. Results of the numerical computation are discussed in the

paper.

Abstrakt
Vo ovoj trud se prezentirani rezultai od istra`uvawa na smerot na turbinska

re{etka pri {to e razviena numeri~ka metoda i modificiran matemati~ki model
koj opi{uva struewe vo turbinskata re{etka. Celta e da se klasificiraat vlia-
jtelnite faktori koi vlijaat vrz efiktivnata rabota na turbinskiot stepen pri
definirana termodinami~ka sostojba. Numeri~kite presmetki se izvr{eni na
dvostepen turbinski model so primena na komercijalen kompjuterski kod CFX-

TascFlow, na re{avawe na Navier-Stokes-te ravenki standar ?-? SST (Short-Stress

Transport) turbulenten model. Rezultatite od numeri~kata presmetka se prezenti-
rani vo ovoj trud. 

1.  INTRODUCTION

Numerical prediction methods become an essential tool for the design and

analysis of turbomachinery components over the last two decades. The continuous

increase in turbine inlet pressure and temperature, and modification of the turboma-
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chinery parts, definitely require reliable and accurate predictions of the main flow

dynamics characteristics and the heat loads imposed to the blades.

The interest of the present research is to contribute to the development of both

numerical method and modified of upgrading mathematical model of a flow in the

turbine cascade. The objective is to classify the influenced factors which affect the

efficiency of the work of the turbine stage at defined thermodynamics properties of

the flow. Quite a number of contributions on this topic have been presented in the

open literature. The originality of the present work can be found in the application

of different turbulence model. The Reynolds-averaged Navies-Stokes equations are

solved with an implicit time-marching finite volume method around two-dimension-

al blade cascade, using CFD commercial computer code CFX-Tasc Flow. The com-

putations were made for two cases. In the case 1, the flow around the turbine cas-

cade was simulated. The authors present some conclusions how to change the

blade profile to get better flow conditions around the blade. In the second part of

analysis the results of computations of the flow in the whole turbine stage with the

leaning stator blades are presented. The numerical computations of this study were

conducted at the Institute of Turbomachinery, Lodz Technical University in Lodz,

Poland. 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

2.1.  Physical model

The physical model of turbine stage schematically is presented on Figure 1.

The geometric parameters necessary to specify the problem are the blade coordi-

nates, the length of the arc of admission, the length of the distirbunce pitch, and the

axial spacing between the nozzle block and the leading edge of the blade. The flow

dynamic parameters necessary to specify the problem of the physical model are the

following: inlet flow angle, total pressure, total temperature, and the back pressures

downstream of the blades.

Fig. 1. Phusical model of the turbine stage
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2.2. Governing equations

The equations used to model the flow in this research are the Reynolds-aver-

aged and compressible continuity equation-1, momentum equation-2, and energy

equation-3. By assuming that the fluid is a perfect gas the pressure p, is given by

Eq. (4). The shear stresses, ?ij, are divided into a laminar and turbulent part, Eq.

(5). The laminar parts, ?ijlam, are given directly by Eq.(6). The turbulence model

used in this work really on the Boussineseq's approximation that the principal axes

of the turbulent stress tensor are coincident with those of the mean strain-rate ten-

sor. This is conversation approach in which a particular region of space is chosen,

and then description of fluid flow is done in terms of the assumption in the control

volume and flux through the control volume of appropriate quantities. For a single

spicies Newtonian fluid, in a Cartesian coordinate system, the mass, momentum

and energy conservation equations are expressed in tensor form (CFX-TaskFlow,

2000, Theory Documentation) as:

continuity equation:

(1)

momentum equation:

(2)

energy equation:

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

In turbulent flows, the value of scalar variables fluctuates, and the instanta-

neous value of any scalar may be expressed as the sum of a mean and fluctuating

component. To solve the turbulent flows, the original conservation equations

Eqs.(1)-(3) must be time-averaged. Substituting the time-average quantities into the

original, unsteady Navies-Stokes equations results in Reynolds Average Navies-

Stokes (RANS) equations given below:

(7)
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(8)

(9)

is given by: 

(10)

where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, defined by: 

Equations (8) and (9) contains terms that cannot be expressed as functions

of the mean flow variables. These terms must be related to known quantities using

a turbulence model before a closed solution of the above equation system becomes

possible (CFX-TaskFlow, 2000, Theory Documentation). To solve the RANS equa-

tions, k -  ω SST (Shear Stress Transport) turbulence model was applied. This is

two-equation turbulence model, with k-representing the turbulence kinetic energy

and the frequency  ω =ε / k, where ε is the rate of dissipation of k.       

ε - dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy,   uij - Cartesian velocity components

and   by:

and the distribution of k and   is calculated from two model transport equations with

the original set of constants (Wilcox, 1988).

3.     NUMERICAL METHODS
As a solver in this work CFX-TaskFlow is used. Code for solving equations for

ideal gas used conservative forms of Navies Stokes Equations and k-ω SST turbu-

lence model. A part of solver strategy used in TaskFlow is multigrid methods. The

particular variant used in TaskFlow is based on conservation principles already

implicit in the Finite Volume discretization and is called Additive Correction Multigrid.

The linearized discrete algebraic equations that arise from most finite volume meth-
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ods are sufficiently diagonally dominant to permit solution by simple relaxation

methods, such as Gauss Seidel.    

3.1. Comuptational grid

The computational grid is generated with a multi-block grid generator based on

transfinite interpolation. At Fig. 2. is presented the computational grid structured of

6 blocks including with additional blocks at inlet and outlet of the computational

domain. This grid has a relatively complex topology which gives it a high quality and

avoids strongly skewed cells. The O-mesh around the blade allows for a good res-

olution of the leading and trailing edges. Total cells is 60 000 hexahedral elements

of structured grid used to model the computational domain. 

3.2. Boundary conditions

The computations were carried out by means of the CFX-TASCflow code.

The flow was treated as compressible, and steam as an ideal gas. The k-  SST tur-

bulent model was employed. The turbine rotated with standard 50 Hz frequency

(3000 rpm). The boundary conditions are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet, used in computation code CFX-

Task Flow 

4.    SOME NUMERICAL RESULTS

From the numerical calculations one can obtain the following results:
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- Visualization of the total pressure in characteristic sections, for the frozen rotor

- Visualization of the speed in characteristic sections

Fig. 3. Total pressure distributions in control planes upstream and down-

stream the cascade.

The total pressure distribution allows one to observe the losses in the

stage. The places with lower values of the total pressure inform us about the high-

er losses in those places. In Fig. 3 the distribution of the total pressure in a control

section downstream the stator blade row is presented. According to the predictions,

the higher losses exist only in boundary regions, especially close to the hub in a

plane downstream the stator.

In Fig. 4 the distribution of the total pressure along the meridional direction

is presented. It is visible that the majority of the losses is generated at the outlet

where the velocities are high and secondary flows developed.
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Fig. 4

The distribution of the

total pressure along

the meridional direction

of the channel



The distribution of the static pressure around the blade in a 50% span is

presented in Fig. 5. That diagram points out to some possibilities of the profile refin-

ing. At the inlet, there are no significant pressure differences between the pressure

and suction side of the blade. The suction side of the blade can be changed to get

a more significant pressure difference between two sides of blade, however these

changes should not cause the separation because they result in a higher loss level.

Fig. 5 Graphical presentation of pressure around the blade in the middle of

the blade channel (50% span).

The velocity vectors in section S1 located at a half of the blade length are

presented in Fig 5. It is visible that the flow accelerates the most significantly at a

half of the channel length, it means in the place where the flow direction is changed.
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Fig. 6 

Graphical presentation

of the speed from the

inlet to the outlet at

section S1 located at a

half of the blade

height.



Fig. 7  View of the circumferential area averaged speed along the channel

from inlet to outlet

It is more visible in diagram in Fig. 7, where the relation is presented as a

function. The computations were made for the whole stage as well. The results of

these computations are presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. The distribution of the axial

and radial velocities in the plane downstream the stator are presented in Fig. 8. The

wake tracks are clearly visible here and confirm the fact that the blade are leaned.

In Fig 9 the distribution of the axial and radial velocities in the plane downstream

the rotor is presented. Except the radially located wake tracks, there are visible sec-

ondary flow effects observed in the regions close to the boundaries.  

Fig. 8 Axial and radial velocity distribution in the plane downstream

the stator
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Fig. 9. Axial and radial velocity distribution in the plane downstream

the rotor
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